Integration of nanomaterials within optical nanocavities provides a unique potential for flexible control of light emitters properties by photonic band gap engineering and cavity Purcell effects. Here, we propose a one-dimensional heterostructure nanocavity exhibiting both non-coupled and coupled cavity modes, i.e. simultaneously acting as a single cavity and as a photonic molecule. The main cavity resonances are engineered to yield a wide spectral separation and for the first time to match the emission wavelengths of two different kinds of semiconducting single wall carbon nanotubes (s-SWNTs). By probing the photoluminescence (PL) from s-SWNTs coupled with the nano cavity modes, coupling of the s-SWNTs PL simultaneously into the several cavity modes is demonstrated. For modes governed by the photonic molecule behavior, the wavelength splitting of the two coupled modes is dominated by the cavity barrier width. The excitation of the bonding (B) and anti-bonding (AB) cavity modes then yields PL resonant enhancement that can be tuned by the pumping position and polarization filter. These results demonstrate the potential of the proposed multimode photonic molecule to tailor light-nanomaterial interactions on chip, paving the way for the development of tunable hybrid photonic circuits relying on nanoemitters in cavities for light generation purposes.
Integration of Semiconducting Carbon
Nanotubes Within a Silicon Photonic Molecule
Introduction
Integration of semiconducting single wall carbon nanotubes (s-SWNT) on the silicon photonics platform is a promising approach to develop compact optoelectronic circuits in the near infrared wavelength range for many applications. Indeed, the extraordinary optical and electronic properties of s-SWNTs provide a unique opportunity to realize light sources, electro-optical modulators and photodetectors [1] - [8] . Carbon nanotubes as nano-emitters, coupled to optical resonators, also offer interesting opportunities for the development of single photon sources for on-chip quantum optics [7] . Several challenges for the development of photonic applications based on s-SWNT have been solved in recent years, including the control of s-SWNT chirality during growth [9] , selection/purification processes [10] , the integration of single or dense s-SWNTs dispersed in thin films [11] , or the improvement of their quantum yield efficiencies [6] , [12] . One decisive next step towards the realization of integrated light sources based on these nanoemitters (NE) relates to the enhancement of the NE photoluminescence through cavity resonators by taking benefit from the Purcell effect [13] , [14] . The hybrid integration of s-SWNTs into the silicon photonics platform is of particular interest, because of both its potential in terms of massive deployment of components and systems, and the technological mastery of the material to implement high-quality micro-cavities [13] . The toolbox of silicon photonics nanoresonators has been extensively developed in recent years, mainly with the aim to maximize quality factors (Q) and minimize modal volumes (V), thereby optimizing the Q/V factor, which is an important key for the enhancement of light-matter interactions [15] . The integration of s-SWNTs with high-Q cavities for the realization of photon sources faces some specific challenges, related to the low-index optical confinement of s-SWNTs host matrices and the heterogeneous chiral distribution of s-SWNT solutions. In comparison with nano-emitters based on quantum dots (QD), the integration approach of s-SWNTs is quite different. QDs are typically embedded in a III-V semiconductor stack with comparatively high refractive index [16] . Then, optimization of the cavity interaction with the emitter requires resonant modes highly confined in the high-index region, a favorable configuration for achieving high quality factors. Conversely, even if s-SWNTs are placed in the proximity of the photonic cavity, they are still confined within a low-index region, i.e. in a weak optical mode region [3] , [13] , [14] , [17] - [19] . This issue was reported in the case of individually or quasi-individually manipulated s-SWNTs [3] , [13] , [14] , or s-SWNTs dispersed in solutions prepared spin-coated on a chip surface [17] - [19] . Thus, optimizing the coupling between s-SWNTs and optical cavity requires high modal overlap with the low index material, a situation that typically results in lower Q-factors.
One promising way to simultaneously achieve high Qs and strong overlap with the low-index cladding is to exploit the photonic air-band modes [20] . On the material side, individually or quasi-individually manipulated s-SWNTs are very interesting approaches for single-photon sources but this approach faces strong challenge for practical applications. On the other side, conventional polymer-sorting techniques of s-SWNTs result in heterogeneous distributions of nanotube chiralities [10] , and most of SWNTs solutions comprise different s-SWNT chiralities with different emission wavelengths, making it possible to cover O to L communication wavelength bands [1] , [4] , [10] . Ideally, this multi-chirality dimension of nanotube solutions requires implementing specially designed cavities with different confined resonant modes matching all s-SWNT emission wavelengths. Under such a context, this work shows that the use of a multimode optical cavities based on photonic molecule geometries made of uniform lattices and based on silicon wire nanobeam resonators allows to address simultaneously the two main s-SWNT chiralities present in a high-purity polymer-sorted s-SWNT solution. The proposed multimode cavity can behave as a single cavity, effectively confining a low modal volume air mode for one s-SWNT chirality (8, 6) , and also as a true photonic molecule presenting bonding and anti-bonding modes, for the other s-SWNT chirality (8, 7) . We explored the coupling efficiencies between nanotubes and the resonant modes of the cavity through analyzing the emission polarizations and the pump excitation positions, which demonstrated that the designed TE cavities modes have strong coupling with the nanotubes emitted photons through short wavelength optical pumping. Large spontaneous emission enhancement factors >100 have been observed for the two main different considered nanotube chiralities by the main cavity modes. Wavelength splitting (6-17 nm) for the coupled modes is also demonstrated through engineering the cavity design. This work thus contributes to show that multimode nanobeam cavity engineering is an interesting way for a multi-length emission of light from an active integrated device comprising several families of carbon nanotubes. 
Experimental Method and Design

CNT Cladding Layer
CNT-PFO active cladding layer was prepared with highly purified PFO-wrapped HiPCO nanotubes (9, 4) (8, 6) (8, 7), which were dispersed inside a toluene solution, as detailed in [19] . By using Poly-9, 9-di-n-octyl-fluorenyk-2,7-diyl (PFO), a mixture of s-SWNTs with two main chiralities (8, 6) , and (8,7) was selected, emitting light near the 1200 nm and 1300 nm wavelengths, respectively. The CNT-PFO matrix serves as a robust low refractive index (∼1.6) cladding material for integrated silicon photonic devices, providing s-SWNTs emitters in the cavity vicinity without PL spectrum detuning typically observed in single nanotube experiments at low power photon excitation [21] , [22] . A thick PFO-CNT layer (≥500 nm) was deposited by drop casting the solution on top of the fabricated silicon cavity structures. A schematic view of the carried out experiment is shown in Fig. 1 , illustrating the adopted pump excitation (λ ∼ 735 nm) and PL collection approach [19] .
Photonic Molecule Design
The proposed design of photonic molecule cavity started from modifying a pre-designed singlemode dielectric nanobeam cavity (e.g. based on a silicon wire waveguide) with a fundamental mode located around 1.3 μm wavelength, firstly optimized by the design rules reported in [23] . The schematic view of the considered photonic molecule is shown in Fig. 1 , and is made of twolateral sets of 1D photonic crystals with modulated hole radii and one central set of uniform lattices with constant hole radii. The two sets of lateral photonic crystals act as mirrors thanks to the achieved bandgap engineering, with the aim of confining a pure air cavity mode in the central uniform photonic crystal made of N Air holes at a wavelength of about 1.21 ± 0.01 μm (e.g. N Air = 9 in Fig. 1 ). On the contrary, the central uniform holes act as a cavity barrier for the confined dielectric cavity mode of the predesigned cavity [23] consisting of the two lateral sets of modulated photonic crystals. For this reason, the fundamental dielectric mode splits into two coupled modes of the extended cavity, labelled as bonding (B) and anti-bonding (AB) modes, respectively. In total, the overall cavity thus has three main modes, with different confinement properties in the active CNT-PFO material. Explicitly, Fig. 2(a) shows the simulated photonic bands of the periodic lattices of the The edge of the dielectric band predicts the resonance frequency of the pre-designed cavity and the barrier air band edge was designed close to the dielectric band edge so as to split the original cavity and to enable strong coupling between left and right parts of the dielectric cavity. Meanwhile, a pure air confined cavity mode is likely to occur at the frequency of the barrier air band closest to the middle frequency of the two orange and purple band edges. By 3D-FDTD simulation, this engineered nanobeam cavity yielded a tightly confined air mode at ∼1.2 μm wavelength, and two B/AB cavity modes at wavelengths of about 1.3 μm. These resonances match both s-SWNT chiralities present in our solution, (8, 6) and (8,7) with emission wavelengths of 1.2 μm and 1.3 μm, respectively. Another weakly confined mode exists with a wavelength of ∼1.13 μm that can interact with (9,4) s-SWNTs, also present in the solution. Other higher order coupled modes could be simulated and observed in our experiments, while the interactions with (8, 6) and (8,7) s-SWNTs were relatively weak. Three main cavity modes (depicted in Fig. 2(b) ) exhibited partial confinement in the weak index region in the center of the cavity, which is advantageous for the interaction with the s-SWNTs [24] . The simulated Q-factors, effective mode volumes of the main cavity modes are summarized in Fig. 2(b) . The coupled nanobeam cavities were designed and fabricated in a 220 nm SOI wafer by e-beam lithography, and had an optimum width of 500 nm ± 10 nm, with a separation distance of 40 nm ± 10 nm (L sep , denoted in Fig. 1 ) between two neighbor holes with diameters of 70 nm (with a 0 = 280 nm) and of 95 nm (with a m = 260 nm) measured from edge to edge. A hole radius chirping process was considered in the lateral mirrors, i.e. similarly as in [20] . Most notably, the barrier mode sees its field highly concentrated in the holes of the barrier region of the intermediate region, in good coherence with the air band from which it comes. This leads to a localized reinforcement of Fig. 3 . The probed PL of s-SWNTs matrix on top of a SOI waveguide and and a SOI cavity, respectively. An example of fabricated cavity device with N Air = 9 barrier lattices and two lateral mirrors is shown on the right. the electromagnetic field, facilitating the nanotube/cavity mode interaction not with the evanescent component of the localized mode, but with its main primary component.
Results and Discussion
Previously reported light emission enhancement from nanotubes was by embedding a layer of CNT-PFO between two dielectric mirrors, formed by a SiO 2 /Si 3 N 4 multilayer-stack, which created a Fabry-Perot cavity and resulted in reinforced light emission [25] . A more clear demonstration later in a silicon 2D photonic cavity [14] has shown that CNTs PL emission is largely enhanced with sharp resonance peaks when CNTs are placed in or near cavity centre, otherwise no resonance emission peaks for off cavity can appear. In our experiment, Fig. 3 shows the collected PL from our highly purified PFO-wrapped HiPCO nanotubes on top of silicon and fabricated multi-mode photonic molecule. Compared with PL of s-SWNT layer deposited on silicon, all resonance modes enhanced PL peaks can be observed, which is first time for integrated silicon photonic molecule or photonic coupled cavities. For cavities with N Air = 9, all cavity resonance wavelengths well matched with s-SWNTs emission envelop peaks. This resonance matching was both dependent on cavity widths, holes variations, and cladding thickness of s-SWNT-rich layers obtained by the drop-casting method. For the barrier mode, the resonance wavelength lied in the range of 1199 nm to 1214 nm, while for coupled modes, resonance wavelengths covered a range from 1280 nm to 1310 nm.
In order to quantify the CNTs emission enhancement by the cavity modes, classical factors defined as the ratio of maximum PL levels at resonance (I AB and I B ) wavelength and the level of s-SWNTs PL background (I cnt −AB and I cnt −B ) have been considered, as depicted in Fig. 3 . In other words, I AB /I cnt −AB and I B /I cnt −B represent the PL enhancement factors of the AB and B modes, respectively.
PL intensity variation as the function of the polarization field from 0 • and 360 • was further analyzed (see Fig. 4 ). The collected PL polar maps indicate that the cavity enhanced PL has a I AB(B) /I cnt −AB(B) maximum at y polarization, which proves that PL is strongly coupled to the cavity for this polarization. In contrast, x-polarized PL coupling with the cavity is negligible with respect to the background s-SWNT emission. These results are consistent with quasi-TE light polarization of the cavity modes, in favor of our design principle and cavity fabrication. Finally, the polarizer was fixed along the y-direction, all cavity enhanced PL resonances could be observed.
Afterwards, a spatial scanning of the PL signal from cavity in the x-direction was carried out to explore the pumping position dependent PL enhancement. An electrical piezo controller was used to move the sample stage, enabling the scanning of the photon emission from the cavity along the middle line of the cavity holes in x-direction. Here, the origin of the central air hole of the uniform barrier was defined as the spatial (0,0) point, i.e. the center of the cavity. The focused pump spot size was roughly about 2.7 μm in diameter, which covered about 10 lattice periods. Thus, the laser beam pumped a critical extent of cavity, slightly smaller than the physical distances between the left and right barrier mirrors for a 9 hole central barrier (N Air = 9). Under these conditions, it was possible to independently excite the left and right cavities or the mirrors. According to the confined modes shown in Fig. 2(b) , the fundamental air mode cavity (barrier mode) at a wavelength of 1.2 μm could be efficiently excited when the pump beam was focused in the center of the whole cavity. An effective excitation length in the x-direction, about 800 nm, was determined as the critical pump region to obtain cavity enhanced emission at ∼1.2 μm (Fig. 5 ). Such a reduced area lied in the strongly confined feature of the cavity optical mode, as depicted in Fig. 2(b) . For the coupled B/AB cavity resonances, we estimated a 6 μm length in the x-direction to successfully observe the coupled modes enhanced PL, as depicted in the PL measurements in Fig. 5 . No resonance localization of either coupled cavity modes was clearly found by pumping from left to right cavity regions. Such delocalization effect along with the small variations of relative PL intensities of the two resonances, proves that the coupling strength in the coupled cavity was much larger than the cavity detuning between the left and right sides of the cavity.
For PL measurements shown in Figs. 4 and 5, a polarization filter was needed to suppress the background uncoupled s-SWNT emission in order to extract the cavity resonance emission easily. In such experimental condition, the maximum PL enhancement factor (∼2) was underestimated as PL emission of large number of background s-SWNT could not be coupled with the photonic Fig. 6 . Measured low background PL emission of cavity with thin s-SWNT-PFO cladding from one set of cavities. A larger PL enhancement by barrier-mode and cavity-cavity coupled-modes can be observed with an enhancement factor ∼5 for barrier mode and coupled modes. The resonance wavelength splitting λ spl it as function of N Air = 9, 7, 5 is given. molecule modes. A large enhancement factor ∼5 could be observed for both barrier mode and coupled modes, when relatively thin cladding layers were deposited, resulting in much lower background PL (I cnt ), as shown in Fig. 6 , while all resonances were slightly blue-shifted compared with Figs. 4 and 5. From Fig. 6 , reporting again results for a 9 hole central cavity barrier (N Air = 9), the measured Q-factor for the AB-mode is Q AB ∼1,500, Q B ∼2,300 for the B-one, and around 820 for the barrier-mode. Compared with previously reported carbon nanotube spontaneous emission enhancement factor (Purcell effect) (F = 316) by a single cavity [13] , defined as F = 3Q/(4π 2 V ef f ), comparable spontaneous emission enhancement factors are thus derived in our study, i.e. about F AB = 228 for the AB-mode, F B = 121 for the B-mode, and 520 for barrier one. The resonance wavelength splitting (λ spl it = λ B − λ AB ) between the two coupled cavity modes could be further controlled by the intermediate mirror distance, i.e, by the number of the uniform barrier cells (N Air ), and the splitting, λ spl it of the coupled cavity modes could be varied from 6 nm, to 17 nm by reducing N Air from 9 to 5, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6 . At same time, the extracted enhancement factor F AB(B) for cavities with N Air 7, 5 are 67(81) and 80(62), respectively.
Conclusion
To conclude, we report the hybrid integration of s-SWNT in silicon photonic molecules. The multimode nature of the proposed photonic molecule allows to simultaneously address several chiralities of nanotubes coupled with the cavity. By vertical photon-exciting of the structure and collection of the generated photoluminescence, we observed the excitation of several photonic modes predicted by the electromagnetic simulations, and noticed a significant increase of the PL of the nanotubes due to the reinforcement of the photonic cavity modes. We capitalized on this flexible configuration to scan the cavity surface and collecting PL information depending on the positions of the pump beam. This approach allowed us to correlate the positions of the excitation beam with position of the cavity, giving rise to certain degrees of freedom to the wavelength-selective coupling between PL of s-SWNT (8, 6) , (8, 7) and dominant barrier modes and cavity-cavity coupled modes of the photonic molecule, respectively, i.e., by pumping the central and right/left areas of the photonic molecule. Our results are useful for design and actively control of the light sources based on s-SWNTs materials and the development of carbon nanotube based light sources.
